painting, care & cleaning
Thank you for introducing Ashton and Bentley baths into your home
Before fitting: remove cardboard packaging and inspect the bath
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Your Ashton and Bentley Bath is created by craftsman. Casting marks and
blemishes on the underside of the bath (where they cannot be seen) do not
adversly affect the performance and should not be regarded as defects.
Our baths are made from Correro™ a matrix exclusive to Ashton and Bentley
which is rich in volcanic and organic minerals. The material is long lasting
elegant and hygienic with wonderful thermal properties. Like all decorative
materials Correro™ responds best when handled with care. Correro™ is
inherently "renewable" because it is solid and homogenous all the way
through. Most damage can be repaired to restore the bath to its original
smooth, hygenic solid surface integriiy.
The installation of the bath will be seen as an acceptance of quality. We
strongly recommend that you use a suitably qualified installer. lnstructions
must be adhered to. We cannot accept responsibilty for incorrect installation.
Should you wish to decorate or customise the outside of your bath
follow the instructions below.

PAINTING YOUR BATH
Should you wish to paint the exterior of the bath.
A) First rub down the surface with a fine abrasive paper to form a key.
Wipe down thoroughly to remove any dust before applying the paint"
B) Following the paint manufacturer's instructions, apply the paint to the
bath. We recommend two topcoats. Use a small roller or brush, applying
paint in a random fashion so as not to creat paint lines.

CARE
Fine scratches can be removed with a damp cloth and a mild cleaner such
as Cif active cream.
Lime-scale can be removed with vinegar or a mild remover such as lime-lite.
Rinse several times with warm water and dry with a soft cloth.
For everyday cleaning just use a mild cream cleaner such as Jif or bar
keepers friend. Do not use abrasive cleaners as they will remove the
gloss finish. Should you need to restore the gloss use the automative Q3,
polishing in circular motions.
Deeper scratches may require a more abrasive paper to be used initially.
lf this is the case work your way up to a 1500 grit gradually and re-polish.
For the best results limit sanding to the smallest possible area around the
scratch. lt may be possible to polish very fine scratches away without using
abrasive papers: scrubbing gently with a soft brush or plastic pad (not metal
scouring pad) and a mild cream cleaner. Afterurards scrub the whole area
with plenty of clean water and re-polish as before.

CLEANING YOUR BATH
We recommend a non-abrasive bathroom or kitchen household cleaner.
Abrasives will cause the disappearance of the glossy look over a long period.
Should you need to clean the bath with an abrasive cleaner, as may be
required from time to time, polishing with a car polish or household metal
polish will restore the baths' lustre.
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